
Work connections

Value of life

Family and friendsTolerance for diversity

Neighbourhood connectionsTrust and safety

Pro activity/ Social agency

Government  
Requirements

WHY DOES CANADA 
NEED IMMIGRATION?

Building Social Capital

Housing

Financial Stability

Funding

Growth

What is the Canadian 
Experience?

When newcomers look for a 
job they frequently get asked if 
they have Canadian Experience. 
Newcomers don’t understand 
how could they possibly have a 
local professional experience if 
they just got here. 

This has become a serious 
barrier for immigrants to join the 
workforce.
 
Is Canadian experience the 
real problem or is it merely 
a euphemism for underlying 
practices of discrimination and 
exclusion?

Hard Skills
Employers admit that many 
immigrants have the hard skills 
(experience and expertise) 
required for the job but...

Soft Skills
(Fitting in with the team, 
conflict resolution, workplace 
communication)

Soft skills are culturally 
embedded and can be different 
for different work environments.

The Canadian Experience System of Exclusion

Job Search

Start Building a Career

Jobs through network

Canadian Experience 
Requirement

Acquires Canadian  
Experience

Highly Specialized Work

Low Skill Job

The “Canadian Experience”The CIC’s major concern is to 01 
to filter (select) who is coming and 

insure integration, how are they 
doing their part?

There is a gap between 
government requirements and 

what the society requires once you 
get here.

Proposed Revised Criteria

Immigrants Citizens Employers NFPs CIC

Social Integration Social Welfare

Qualified Employees
Employment is barrier 

which can hinder Building 
a shared vision, but also 
could be an opportunity 

to result achieving 
sustainability.

Economic efficiency 
and Social welfare can 

reinforce each other

Promotion of Social capital 
and Social responsibility, 
enhances and facilitates 
building a shared vision

Building partnerships 
could be an opportunity to 

build a shared vision

Infrastructure

Building Social Responsibility

Partnership Opportunity

Safety Safety Profit

Housing

Sustainable Canada

Economic Growth

Humanitarianism

Enhanced Integration

Diversity and Attachment

Client Service

Efficient Processing

Experimentation

Integration of Immigrants to 
Society

Social Welfare of 
Immigrants

Settlement of ImmigrantsSettlement

Employment

Financial Stability

Employment

Newcomer

Several Researches 

ADAPTABILITY

The documents required for proof of funds are not applicable for the 
rental process. Landlords require credit-score or co-signers.

FUNDS

Employees are not familiar with most international institutions, so they 
will also ask for “Canadian Experience”.

EDUCATION

Most employers also use the Canadian Experience as a filtering criteria 
for language. Language Proficiency Skills are not applicable. 

The language proficiency tests required for university are different then 
the ones required from the government.

LANGUAGE ABILITY

Most employers request “Canadian Experience”. The local term for 
having experience in a Canadian Company,

WORK EXPERIENCE

Your work experience must be in the same type of job as your primary 
National Occupational Classification (NOC) within the last 10 years

Volunteer work and unpaid internships don’t count

WORK EXPERIENCE

LANGUAGE ABILITY

EDUCATION

FUNDS

ADAPTABILITY

If you or your partner have any history with Canada

Take an approved language test that shows you meet the level for:
Writing | reading | listening | speaking

You must show that you meet the requirements in English or French

Your test results must not be more than two years old on the day you 
apply for permanent residence.

If you have foreign education, you must have an Educational Credential 
Assessment (ECA) report from an approved agency showing that your 
foreign education is equal to a completed certificate, diploma or degree  
from a Canadian: secondary (high school) or post-secondary school

You must show that you have enough money to support yourself and your 
family after you arrive in Canada, 
Unless you: are currently able to legally work in Canada, have a valid job 
offer from an employer in Canada

18-35 Are awarded the most points, then each year one point is 
deducted. 47 - older are not awarded any points.

AGE

Real World  
Requirements

Other cultures have a lot to offer us, 
their influences enrich us. 1. Losing the Canadian Identity

The Language (French and English)

Christianity

Equality between Men and Women

Public Safety

Democracy

I like it when there are very different 
people around me, it’s stimulating 
and I always learn something.

2. Should adopt Canadian Culture

The refugees we welcome will end 
up finding jobs and contributing to 
our economy.

3. Terrorism

4. Not Contribute Equally to the economy

5. Criminality

The Cultural Dilemma: Fears, Expectations and Positive Views on Refugees

POSITIVE ASPECTS FEARS OF IMMIGRATION

Assessment of professional 
credentials

Buy travel insurance for the  
uninsured period

Going through the pre-arrival 
package which is provided by the 

government

You must show that you have enough money to support yourself and 
your family after you arrive in Canada, unless you:

Are currently able to legally work in Canada
Have a valid job offer from an employer in Canada

Some immigrants are eager to learn new skills before entering Canada 
to help them find jobs easier, but there is no clear information around 

necessary skills, trends, etc.

In some provinces, there is a waiting period for getting the health 
insurance, so immigrants may want to buy private insurance to be 

covered in case of emergency.

Immigrant experience an overwhelming process and finally they realize 
that based on an unwritten rule, they need  Canadian experience or 

Canadian degree to be able to find a relevant job.

Immigrants also experience prejudice. Some studies show that, those with business degrees from China, 
India and the Philippines had difficulties finding skilled work, while those who had studied in the US., UK. 

And France had low unemployment rates. Filipino immigrants are over-represented in the health-care 
sector – confirming another immigrant cliché.

Although finding rental places seems simple especially 
in big cities, Immigrants are facing trouble to rent a 

place. I.e. longer time than what they expected, credit 
score or references needed, proof of income, multiple 

offers on a single place, ...

Most of the immigrants are not aware of such packages

Community connections

Research about Immigration

Go through the process alone or 
hire a professional

Pay for the process and pay for 
the  application fees

Concerned you can afford the 
whole experience*

Learn that Canada and Australia 
are the only established options

Advertisements around Canada 
needing certain professionals, 

and offers for education.

Deciding Applying Being Accepted & PlanningWaiting Period Adaptation Integration

Choose Canada

Save Money Spending Savings

Searching for permanent home (rental) Moving in to your house

Applying for Immigration

Trying to get a job [more focused in their area]

Provide more documents

Apply for credential recognition

Need to get Translated Degrees  
and Diploma

Providing general documentation

Make Sure you match the Criteria

Pay for Documentation Pay for the Application

Start researching relevant 
professional skills needed  

in Canada

Health Check-up

Plan when to leave the country

Read Welcome Kit*

Finally gets a job

VotingReconsidering if they want to 
stay in Canada or not

Help bring the rest of the family

Finds the career path

Get driver’s license

Not covered in the public health system

Need to Study French or English

Need to prove financial 
resources

Going through Bureaucratic 
Procedures

Finding a Job

Financial Concerns

Finding a Home

Other

Start selling personal 
possessions

Quit job, business owners need 
to make arrangements

Plan for temporary housing

Developing Professional Skills

Developing Language Skills

Comparing cost of living and 
education in different provinces

Need to get a Loan

Researching neighbourhoods, rentals.

Searching for banks, phone 
operators, etc.

Open Bank Account, get a phone 
number

Edit Linked in, Resumes, 
according to local standards

Visiting immigration services

Continue to learn French  
and/or English

Familiarizing with the city

Transportation system, 
Groceries, pharmacy

Excitement over the new 
experiences.

Research how to get a drivers 
licence.

Learn and do the tax filing

Decide if you are entering the job 
market with lower expectations

Deciding to apply for university

Research transportation for 
arrival and during adaptation

Start packing personal 
belongings

Arrival

Go through Border Patrol

Fill Forms, Landing Documents

Receive Welcome to  
Canada Guide

Transportation to temporary 
housing

First Days

@ Pre-Arrival Training Programs

Immigrant Services

PR / Sin / Health Cards

@ Apply For Canada Child Tax 
Benefit

Learn how to navigate the Health System

Adjustment

I am worried about 
our future. I wish we 

would make it.

I am overwhelmed 
with the amount of 
bureaucracy, and 

expenses involved in 
this process.

I am really anxious. 
Why does it take so 

long? Is my life going 
to change?

We are going to 
build a better future 

together.

Oh no. This is not what 
expected! It’s really

Hard to make Canadian 
friends.

It seems that I have 
been born again. 

I have to start 
everything from zero.

I wish all my family 
were here enjoying 
life in this country 

with me!
Wow. Brave 
new world!

Start spreading the news that 
you are leaving

Start trying to make connection 
with people who immigrated to 

Canada, or locals. Research on local lifestyle, 
culture.

Trying to network Develop relationships in 
community

Start networkingSocial Capital

Communicating in a new 
language.

Culture ShockTell Family you Arrived

Demographic processes have inertia to them, and Canadian rates 
of birth are lower than necessary for population replacement.

 Canada, given its demographic structure, needs immigration to 
increase its labour force in the short term so as to sustain the 
costs of its social programs.

The standard population pyramid is on the way to get reversed in 
Canada, despite the offsetting effect of immigration.

CANADA BUILDING THROUGH ADDITION, 
NOT MULTIPLICATION

2036
2018

Canada’s population 
growth as a result of 
immigration

- Minister Ahmed Hussen
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“Having immigrants instead of kids: the values challenge 
can be transformed into a parents-children problem. 
Immigrants as foster kids. Self vs non-self.”

Jananda Lima   |   Tieni Meninato   |   Alex T Selkin   |   Ali Shamaee


